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Abstract—Within a research project whose aim is to
promote the learning of percutaneous operation in
orthopedic surgery, we investigate some representation
models of empirical, deductive, and perceptivo-gestural
knowledge. From these models, we design an TEL system
(Tecnological Enhaced Learning) This project belongs to a
multidisciplinary field including computer, orthopedic
surgery, medical imaging, didactic and cognitive sciences.
The article presents the design principles of TEL with a
particular interest in the development of a simulator. This
simulator allows a virtual exercise interacting with the
learner in visual, temporal and haptic dimension.

epistemic part of learning. This last component will allow
the problem-solving situation to “react” in a relevant way,
according to the targeted knowledge. The feedback
accompanies the subject in the learning process, by
provoking reinforcements, destabilisations, hints,
scaffolding, etc.

TEL, Modeling, Simulation, Haptic, 3D, orthopaedic
surgery

I.

INTRODUCTION

A critical issue in the design of TEL for medical
training is the relationship between technology and
training effectiveness [7]. For us the main challenge is to
propose computer tools, based on educational and
cognitive science theories, to re-think the TEL system in
order to achieve adequate apprenticeship realism and to
organize the feedback.
The TELEOS Project (Technology Enhanced
Learning Environment for Orthopaedical Surgery)
supported by the ANR1 is principally aiming to promote
the learning of percutaneous orthopaedic surgery.
For the design of our TEL environments in medical
education, we use some computer representations. For
choose these computer representations we take into
account knowledge and learning characteristics.
Indeed, in our case there are three types of knowledge
that are at stake during this learning activity: declarative,
perceptivo-gestural and empirical. Besides, in our case,
the learning situations are the problem solving situations.
The fidelity of problems in this approach is not a material
fidelity but is posed in terms of an epistemic fidelity. It
thus requires to transform the working situations into
training-oriented situations. The main important criteria
that are considered to build these problems are the
relevant variables for learning, also called “didactical
variables” and the “milieu” [2] for learning gathers all the
elements of the environment that are linked to the
1 The TELEOS project is supported by the CNRS and by the
French research agency (ANR-06-BLAN-0243)

Figure 1. Architecture of the TELEOS Project

These research works involve the developing of a TEL
platform Figure 1. in which a simulation agent has to
reproduce accurately the elements characterizing a
percutaneous orthopaedic surgery through a graphical and
haptic interface.
Our TEL is designed with this objective: let the learner
train himself freely on a percutaneous orthopaedic surgery
in order to give him an epistemic feedback according to
his actions.
The percutaneous orthopaedic surgeries can be divided
into two distinct notions: the surgical act and the location
of the surgical tool by using radiographies. Actually,
during a minimally invasive surgery, the surgeon is able to
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locate his toool's trajectorry thanks to the radiograpphies
taken all alonng the operattion and thankks to the pressures
felt during thhe progression of the tool in the body.
These aree the two priincipal compoonents that wee are
going to implement in the simulator, reggardless of thee type
of operation simulated. Inndeed, a percuutaneous operration
can concern various anatom
mical parts annd requires vaarious
surgical toolls. However, the successs of that typpe of
operation reqquires the reallization of a precise
p
movem
ment.
As in real situation, the surgeon has
h two cognnitive
indications, one
o visual, andd the other kinnesical. Thereefore,
we provide the
t learner witth two interfaaces, one grapphical
and one haaptic, to let the learner immerse innto a
sensorimotorr activity.

The
T
Figure 2.
2 shows an outline of the
t
graphicall
interrface of the siimulator. We can see at thee top, two 2D
D
imag
ges representiing the last tw
wo radiograph
hies producedd
by the
t user. On the
t bottom lefft hand cornerr, there is thee
3D model of thee patient, andd the surgical tool. On thee
botto
om right hannd corner, wee can see so
ome graphicall
interrface componeents such as a button or a cu
ursor, to makee
som
me adjustmentss for the exerciise.

In this artticle, we are going
g
to explaain the foundaations
of the conceeption of TE
EL system, annd especially, the
description of
o how the sim
mulation agent has been reallized,
this agent beeing trying to assimilate thee characteristics of
virtual realityy: interaction, immersion, annd autonomy.
I
II.

DESCRIPPTION OF THE SYSTEM
S

A. Functionaal specificatioons
1) Generralities
In order to encouragee the extensibbility and thee reusability of the software,, we have chhosen to take into
account twoo kind of peercutaneous operations
o
inn the
simulator. Thhese operationns need a sinngular gesturee and
concern a diistinct anatom
mic part: the vertebroplasty
v
y and
the sacro-iliaac screw. The first one iss a spinal collumn
operation whhich consists inn injecting cem
ment into a brroken
or a shrunkken vertebra. The second one is a pelvis
p
operation connsisting in redducing and fixxing the sacruum to
the hip-bone..
In these two situationns, the act caan be done if the
surgeon mannages to locatee his tool in the
t patient's body.
b
To do so, tw
wo indicators are available: the radiograpphies
and the presssures felt durinng the introduuction of the toool in
the body. These radiographhies have needded to be validdated
after some adjustment
a
on the fluoroscoope (radiograpphies
device).
Regardlesss of the simuulated operatioon, the TEL syystem
gives to the learner the opportunity
o
too train himseelf to
practise a surgical operation thaanks to seeveral
functionalitiees:


chooose the type of patient and the type of
operaation,



visuaalize in 3D thee tool and the patient's moddel,



draw
w the cutaneouus marking off on the boddy of
the patient's
p
modell,



adjusst the positioon and the incidence off the
fluorroscopic imagee intensifier,



produuce and visualize radiograpphies,



maniipulate the suurgical tool through
t
an haptic
h
interface.

Figure 2.

Simulator's graphical interfacce

Trails
T
are produced duriing the prob
blem solvingg
activ
vity in order to analyse thhe learner's beehaviour. Thee
gath
hered data proocessing is maade by anotheer applicationn
entitty: the diagnnosis agent [[16]. This ag
gent consultss
Bay
yesian networrks in orderr to make a knowledgee
diag
gnosis of the learner's acttivity. A didaactic decisionn
agen
nt [10] is also involved to m
make an episteemic feedbackk
to th
he learner in accordance w
with the diagn
nosis that wass
mad
de and with the informatiion related to
o educationall
field
d. Dependingg on the diaagnosis, the feedback
f
cann
conssist in anotheer exercise to do with the simulator, inn
lesso
ons to consullt on the Interrnet or in clin
nical cases too
stud
dy. These thrree entities, diagnosis ag
gent, didacticc
deciision agent, and
a Bayesian networks werre based in a
cogn
nitive and didactic analysis of the surgeo
on activity [3],,
[15] formalised in
i the theoreetical model ck¢
c
[1]. Thiss
papeer doesn’t deetails this lastts agents mo
ore closely too
artifficial intelligennce than virtuaal reality dom
main.
2)) 3D window
w: patient's moodel
Our
O objectivee, in a learnning point off view, is too
prop
pose a varietyy of patients’ models whicch representedd
diffeerent cases thhat allows diveerse solutionss and problem
m
solv
ving strategiess. Therefore, ffor the patientt's model, thee
dataa used to creaate the volumee comes from
m data files off
real patients that had a scan before being operated.
o
As a
conssequence, thee simulator's 3D model will have a
fracttured, comprressed, or sliipped bone. The scannerr
prod
duces a masss of snapshoots, represen
nting patient'ss
transverse sectionns. These snaapshots in DIICOM formatt
are gathered
g
and used
u
for 3D m
modelling. Forr the model too
reacch the highesst quality, thee scanner typ
pe must be a
body
yscan, that is to say that alll the body mu
ust be showedd
on th
he snapshots, and no injectiion must have been made too
the patient
p
becausse it would alteer the tissue's aspect.
Using
U
these trransverse secttions and taking the spacess
betw
ween intra annd inter sections into account, the 3D
D
mod
del can be creeated. To do so, the C++ VTK libraryy
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(Visualization ToolKit) [12] offers many classes to help
designing 3D models. This library is slightly oriented
towards medical field. By giving the same contrast to all
snapshots from all models, we make sure that there is just
one correspondence between the scalar value of the
image's pixel and the density. The use of a ray tracing
algorithm [11] [6] coupled with an isosurface algorithm
allows us to examine the volume and to assign a graphical
property to all the voxels whose scalar value corresponds
to the founded values, the other voxels not being
displayed. From the same model, we can obtain, in the
same way, a volume with all the cutaneous surface or all
the bony surface visible, as it is showed in the Figure 3. In
the two situations, we assign a particular coloration
according to the scalar value corresponding to the
searched density.

Figure 4. Frontal and profile radiographic reproductions on a same
model

The radiographic reproduction obtained is a volume,
as the model with the aspect of skin or bone also is. In
order to obtain the frontal, inlet, outlet, and profile
snapshots, we are simply going to change the camera's
position, and the camera's focal position from the 3D
scene, being the place where the radiographic volume and
the tool are, and then we are going to record the rendering
image. It is this image which is going to be displayed in
the 2D image of the simulator. For example, a frontal
snapshot would have its focal point behind the volume,
and the camera would be placed orthogonally in relation
to the focal, ahead of the volume. An inlet snapshot would
be as effective as a frontal snapshot but the camera will be
placed on a 35° angle from the orthogonal axis of the
focal point.

Figure 3. rendering surface skin and bone on a same model

3) 2D sight : patient's radiography
A radiographic image is a grayscale image with a
number of transparency scales according to the tissues'
density. Ray tracing algorithm [6] particularly meets the
requirements to produce a radiographic image. But,
contrary to rendering surface skin or bone, the use of an
isosurface algorithm is not suitable. We are going to use a
composition algorithm, considering different scalar values
in order to assign distinct graphic rendering. Spacing
grayscales out from the clearest to the darkest, and
increasing the transparency gradually according to a
higher density, we can obtain radiographic images,
regardless of the volume examined, as shown in Figure 4.

All the positions are automatically determined
proportionally to the size of the model. Thanks to some
components of the simulator's graphical interface, the user
can change the focal point's position (which also change
the camera's position according to the same rules) and can
make the angles of incidence vary on a precise axis. For
instance, to make a radiography profile, the ray incidence
can be changed relatively to cranio caudal axis and AP
axis. This time again, there are just modifications of the
3D scene camera's position. All these adjustments of the
position and of the incidence ray simulate the adjustment
that could be made on the fluoroscopic image intensifier.
The rendering of 2D radiography includes these
adjustments in order to fix an image from the volume.
B. Technical specifications
1) Device
The haptic interface used by the simulator is the
Phantom Omni from Sensable. This is the market's most
affordable product. It offers six degree-of-freedom
positional sensing, with a force feedback arm. The forces
generated by this device are quite low (maximum 3.3
Newton) and do not correspond to the real forces exerted
[9]. Nevertheless, these forces are enough low to be used
in a lower scale for learning [15]. The use of this device is
effective to account for different human body's densities,
especially different densities between the cortical and the
spongy bones.
The technical limits of the Phantom Omni, related to
the fact that the force feedback on the rotation axis is not
taken into consideration, must be overcome by a physical
device. Indeed, even if it is not necessary to give a
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feedback forrce on the toool's rotations, we must lockk the
stylus orientaation's directioon as soon as it is introduced in
the body. To do so, we are going too use a needdle in
extension of the stylus as illustrated in the
t Figure 5. , and
a simulation box made from a PVC boox, two PVC lids,
four PVC scrrews and polyyether foam. Since
S
the simuulator
let the learneer train himseelf freely, we cannot conceive a
model as [5],, because the cutaneous
c
entrry point is fixxed in
their solutionn.

nected to eachh other by webb services, thu
us ensuring thee
conn
interroperability.
The
T Figure 7.. shows the software architecture of thee
simu
ulator. We cann see the libraaries used, all developed inn
C++
+, libraries neeeding a graphiic rendering being based onn
OpeenGL.

Figure 7. Software architeecture of the simu
ulator
Figurre 5. Extension of the haptic styllus interface

The foam
m is set out beetween the tw
wo lids, the sccrews
tighten the box
b with the two
t
lids. Thee distance betw
ween
the stylus' neeedle and the foam
f
must be calibrated witth the
distance of thhe tool's initiaal position in the 3D imagee and
the volume. In
I this way, when
w
the tool is introduced in
i the
body, the neeedle having gone
g
through the
t foam is loocked
in its orientattion's directionn. This lockingg can be explaained
by the acccumulation of the force exerted on the
translations and
a by the reesistance of thhe foam's phyysical
support. The Figure 6. show
ws the whole device.

III.

TOW
WARDS AN IMM
MERSIVE INTER
RACTION

A. Pseudonatura
P
al immersion
During
D
the sim
mulation of a surgical operaation, in orderr
to immerse
i
the learner, we synchronize the learner'ss
senssations by haarmonizing thhe senses of touch and off
sigh
ht. This system
m of immersioon is composed
d of graphicall
and haptic interfacces.
Pseudonatural
P
l immersion consists in setting thee
learn
ner standing in front off the graphicc and hapticc
interrfaces (Figuree 8. ). The tw
wo interfaces make
m
possiblee
an in
nteraction witth the system. The haptic in
nterface offerss
the opportunity too immerse innto the 3D maanipulation off
the virtual objectt of the surgiccal tool thank
ks to physicall
man
nipulation of thhe stylus. Thee graphical intterface is usedd
to visualize
v
virtuual objects andd to make ad
djustments forr
the operation
o
to be successful.

Figuree 6. Device

C. Software architecture
The forcee feedback intterfaces use libraries develloped
in C++ and are
a based on the
t graphic libbrary OpenGL
L, the
Phantom Om
mni is also cooncerned. In order
o
to reachh the
higher performance, and to avoid the simulator annd its
haptic periphheral to interfface by using a frameworkk, we
have chosen to develop thee simulator inn C++ and to select
s
display librarries based on OpenGL. Thiis language chhoice
has no impaact on the other
o
TEL aggents as theyy are

Figuure 8. User in leearning situation
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B. Interaction
The learner's interaction with the simulator is insured
by the graphical and haptic interfaces.
Figure 9. illustrates the exchanges between entities.
The user manipulates the mouse and/or the haptic
interface.

Figure 10. Graphic rendering

Figure 9. : Interaction Person/System

With the mouse he can modify directly the graphical
interface, for example by activating some buttons, or by
shifting cursors. The Qt library is required as its signal
and slot system simplifies the factual management. The
user can also change the 3D scene using the VTK library
to calculate in real time the 3D objects' transformations.
The graphical interface modifications can alter the 2D and
3D result, like, for example, when the user makes a 2D
radiography.
With the haptic interface, the user physically modifies
the stylus' position and orientation, as he would do
manipulating a surgical instrument during an operation.
The rotations and translations undergone by the stylus are
directly retransmitted visually in the 3D graphic rendering
of the simulator. At the same time, according to the body's
density, a force feedback is produced by the device. As a
consequence, we differentiate the graphic rendering from
the haptic rendering. A timer is in charge of the realization
of these two renderings. It takes one tenth of second. The
visual and tactile result seems fluent for the user and does
not imply visible latency.

The haptic rendering does not follow the same path. In
the 3D sight, we are looking for the contact point between
the tool and the model, and then we determine the voxel's
scalar value corresponding to the contact point on the
model. Finally, we balance the force to feedback by the
haptic interface according to the scalar value returned
(Figure 11. ) in relation to Hounsfield's scale [4].
Currently, the force feedback function is linear: the
more concentrated is the body in contact, the more
important is the force to feedback. When there is no
contact, the force is null. However, it is important to know
that this function is not definitive; it could change thanks
to the data drawn from sensorimotor experimentations.
We can easily imagine that a friction effect must be
implemented in the function. Thus, the point would be to
keep the highest density encountered during the trajectory
in memory and to balance this maximum according to the
distance covered since the encounter.

The graphic rendering consists in determining the
vector's position and the quaternion of the stylet
orientation by using haptic libraries, in converting these
data into a transformation matrix, as expressed in VTK,
and finally consists in applying this matrix to the 3D sight
tool (Figure 10. ).
Figure 11. Haptic rendering

C. Autonomy
The user's autonomy rests in his capacity to coordinate
his perceptions and his actions during the interaction with
others entities' process [13]. Our goal being to enable the
learner to train himself freely and to allow him to make
mistakes, the concept of autonomy is a crucial
characteristic of our simulator.
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IV.

TOWARDS AN EPISTEMIC RETROACTION

The original approach of our TEL is based on the
interest of producing epistemic retroactions [8]. Instead of
bringing the knowledge representation around to an expert
model, we establish a knowledge model from the
experimental data manipulated since this expert model has
been explicitly represented. As a consequence, our system
must enable the construction of a reasoning based on
revisable knowledge that could evolve during the
interaction.
From empirical, inferential and perceptivo-gestural
knowledge elicitation, experimentations are developed in
order to evaluate and quantify the knowledge required
during an operation. These cognitive and perceptivogestural experimentations generate different types of
experimental data. This data must be processed through
Bayesian network whose structure is established
according to the expert model and whose parameters
would be calculated from the data learning, the study of
learning algorithms being done. The goal is to provision
Bayesian networks that will be used by the diagnosis
agent to set up a report according to the learner's exercise
and by the didactic decision agent to evaluate the
feedback method and content.
From the simulator's conception point of view, it is
essential to take the concept of trace into account for the
diagnosis to be made. So, from this knowledge model, we
are going to define the data acquisition process, the kind
of traces to find, the data that must be included, and the
events currently occurring at the root of their creation.
A. Data acquisition process
We have seen that the 3D model was made from a real
patient's DICOM files. This step belongs to a unique
procedure for each model of patient. It also includes
segmentation steps used to find traces. The knowledge
model underlines the anatomic parts that need to be
segmented in sub-volume or in interest point in order to
record the interest point's position in a text file. The goal
is to make some areas identifiable and to take them into
account in the kinematics of the patient's gesture. This last
step of data acquisition process enables the simulator to
have data in order to evaluate some of the operation's
events, which permit to give the learner a feedback on his
exercise.
B. Collected trails
For each new exercise, whether it is Sacro-iliac screw
or vertebroplasty, the user selects the 3D model that is
going to be used for the exercise. When a user realizes an
exercise, a file containing the generated traces is created.
The traces include information about the model chosen,
and about the user's data, all dynamically generated by
some events.
C. Model's data
When a user begins a new exercise and selects one of
the 3D models proposed by the simulator, a trace file is
created. The metadata model's, such as the operated
vertebra's number or the patient gender and age, are first
recorded. Then, all the interest points underlined during
the data acquisition process are located.

D. Generating event
Each significant action of the user will generate traces.
We consider two kind of events, the direct events, directly
related to the user's action on the graphical interface, and
the indirect events, which are related to the model's state.
For the direct events, we associate the user's
interaction on the graphical interface with an event
generating traces. For example, when the user presses the
button « Radio Profile », the trace record for the user data
is activated.
Most of the characteristic actions can be identified as
such thanks to a direct action of the learner on the
graphical interface. In other situations, the state of the
collision between the tool and the model will be studied,
particularly the cutaneous and the bony entry point. To
locate these two events, we use the voxel's scalar value
corresponding to the collision point between the tool and
the volume. This scalar value is known all along the
exercise. For example, the first time this value exceed
zero, the tool get in contact with the body, this
corresponds to the cutaneous entry point. In the same way,
the first time this value is equal or superior to the value
corresponding to a cortical bone's density, this is the bony
entry point.
E. User's data
When a significant action from the user is detected,
data relative to the user is recorded in the traces file.
These are elements that could have been altered by the
user. It can be adjustments, force exerted, speed, but also,
more generally, chronological order or redundancy of the
actions.
For example, the learner can adjust the fluoroscope's
position and its incidence rays, this action altering directly
the radiographies.
Thus, for each radiography, the simulator records the
position of the camera and the focal. All the information,
with the model's data about some interest points could be
used by the diagnosis agent to determine the knowledge
required during the modifications made by the learner.
Concretely, when realizing a frontal radiography in
vertebroplasty, it is important to check that the pedicles
are located symmetrically in relation to the thorny. In this
case the generating event is the user's interaction on the
graphical interface component « Generate Radio
Frontal ». The useful model's data are the interest points
right pedicle, left pedicle and thorny. The user's data
needed for the diagnosis are the camera's position and the
focal's position. The diagnosis agent will make a conic
projection of the model's points on the orthogonal plan in
the camera's position and focal's position segment and will
check the projected points are symmetrical.

F. Exercise
In order to ensure the learning's continuity, the user's
information must be saved and must remain available
after the exercise. With this simulator, it is possible to
record an exercise in progress and to open a past exercise.
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An XML file is created to make the record. It includes all
the information related to the exercise, such as the
operation type, the model used, the traces file's references,
the adjustments made on different shots, etc.
In the same way, when an exercise is opened, the
XML file is read to collect all the information and apply
the adjustments. An exercise is opened exactly the way it
was when saved.
V.

Otherwise, the preliminary evaluations with the
didactical experts show that the completeness factor seem
in accordance with the learning scenarios proposed.
These validations allow us to install the stable version
in the hospital and currently we prepare two
experimentations in order to evaluate it in ergonomic and
learning points of views.
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